**Weeks 05–07**

**Work area Building 10**
- Installation of facade
- Roof work

**Work area Building 9**
- Facade work
- Internal work with framework and installations.
- Ground work, preparation for asphalting.
- Exterior laying of paving stones.

**Work area Building 5 and Building 7, new chemical storage, goods reception**
- Interior work in the chemical storage building.
- Drilling and installing doors between Building 1 and chemical storage.
- Connecting installations in Building 7. In consultation with Akademiska Hus Operations.

**Work area Building 1 (Existing Ångström)**
- Work in gathering areas floors 0–4 toward Building 9. Removal of ceiling and pipe installation for sprinklers prior to connecting Building 9 to Ångström’s existing sprinkler system.
- Installation of steel doors in temporary walls between house 1 and 9 on all levels, as the evacuation route via external elevator is removed.
- Installation work in connection to the chemical storage, such as pipe installations in the corridor.
- Construction of protective wall between Building 1 and Building 10.

**Disturbances**
- Ground packing prior to asphalting and laying paving stones can cause disturbances and noise.
- Noise from drilling holes between Building 1 and chemical storage.
- Building 1 at chemical storage, 1–3 workers in corridor on floor K1.
- Deliveries to the new chemical storage, coordinated with Goods Reception.

**Closures, provisional arrangements**
- According to the attached general plan.

**Noticeable upcoming work (preliminary start times)**
- Connection of sprinklers Building 9 and chemical storage, tentatively week 10 2020.
- Work with link to Building 10, major work starting in April.
- Work with commissioning buildings, in consultation with AH.
- Change of windows in rooms closest to the link to Building 10, summer 2020

*Construction management for NCC and Akademiska Hus*